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Distance - 4½km (2¾ miles) Ascent - 25m (82ft) Map: Ordnance Survey Explorer 238, Aylsham etc., 1:25,000
Ringland is a pleasant, quite village approximately
seven miles to the north east of HPB Barnham
Broom site. The Ringland Hills bring unexpected
variety to the Norfolk landscape.
This is a pleasant two and a half mile walk around
country lanes and tracks with extensive views of
the Wensum valley. You may encounter livestock
along the route.

Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if
you could record any inaccuracies you come across
during this walk and report them to reception so that
appropriate amendments can be made. Thank you
for your help. Happy walking!
Start/car parking - The Swan village pub.
Refreshments - Swan Inn, Ringland
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WALK
1. Park at the Swan village pub, usually ample parking
space. Walk into Ringland with the Swan pub on your
left. Continue along this road passing the green with
its village sign on the right and side. The 15th century
Church of St Peter’s comes into view ahead. The Church
is worth a visit – the rich groining of the timber roof is
said to be some of the finest in East Anglia.
2. Turn right in front of the Church. And follow the road
passing the , now converted, Old Laundry build in 1887
and the Reading Room on the left. This former
Methodist Chapel, built in 1852, is now used as the
Ringland village Hall.
3. Shortly after, turn right along a wide track between
fields and open space. Continue uphill along the track
passing woods on the left. At the top of Royal Hill enjoy
the views of the Wensum Valley and then, ignoring a
pubic footpath sign directing you to the right (unless
you prefer a shorter walk back to the Swan) continue
straight ahead towards a house, Low Farm.

4. Further along the track, with the house on your left,
go through a chain gate and into a meadow. Turn right
here. Turn right here, keeping close to the right hand
hedge. Pass through another chain gate onto a grassy
lane, passing a grove of poplars on your right. To the left
on the low lying water meadows, swans and wild duck
can be seen feeding beside the river.
5. Continue along this lane that runs alongside a tributary of the river Wensum. Further along the path you
will pass Glebe Farm on the left. Follow the track now
back into the village green where the village sign is. At
the road turn left and walk back towards the Swan pub
which is a short distance away.
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- Walk
Disclaimer: This route was correct at time of
writing. However, alterations can happen if
development or boundary changes occur, and
there is no guarantee of permanent access.
These walks have been published for use by site
visitors on the understanding that neither HPB
Management Limited nor any other person
connected with Holiday Property Bond is
responsible for the safety or wellbeing of those
following the routes as described. It is walkers’
own responsibility to be adequately prepared
and equipped for the level of walk and the
weather conditions and to assess the safety
and accessibility of the walk.

